Because subterranean termites are cold-blooded (poikilothermic) animals, low temperatures can substantially reduce or stop their activity close to the earth’s surface during a certain period of the year. For this reason, if the temperature falls low enough, termites may cease to feed in stations or the onset of feeding in stations may be delayed until temperatures have recovered above a certain level for a long enough period of time. Reductions in termite activity that are the result of low temperatures may make inspections of stations unnecessary for as long as low temperatures prevail in the area.

The temperature at which termite activity is substantially curtailed may vary significantly between different geographic areas and with different species of termites. However, generally speaking, termite activity will be reduced in the stations during those times of the year during which the average daily mean exterior air temperature is below 50°F. The operator should always make allowances for local circumstances when considering increasing elapsed time between inspections. Under no circumstances should more than 6 months elapse between inspections of stations.

Allowing extra time between inspections may not be advisable if stations are located in an area in or under a structure in which the average daily mean air temperature is expected to remain above 50°F and termites are actively consuming bait in the stations. Inspection intervals must comply with state regulations, where applicable.

**Supplemental Treatment**

This product can be applied or used as a supplemental treatment in, underneath, and/or around structures or buildings to kill termites in support of, or as a supplement to, a termiticide product labeled for and applied as a stand-alone termite treatment. This includes pre-construction and post-construction soil termite treatments labeled for providing structural protection. This product may also be used in combination with an additional termite treatment, as a supplemental treatment in areas not associated with structures or buildings, such as around trees, wood piles, landscaping elements, railroad track beds, and other areas where termite activity is known or suspected. To provide a supplemental bait treatment, install one or more bait station(s) in the soil at or near points of known or suspected termite activity. Insert bait into the station(s) at the time of installation (direct baiting) or when termites are detected in or near a station. Baiting may be discontinued at any time at the discretion of the applicator. Inspect stations every 120 days. After feeding has stopped, and there has been no activity for one year, inspect the stations every 6 months. If activity returns, replace bait in the active station(s) and inspect every 120 days or 4 months. Stations may be inspected more frequently (additional inspections) than prescribed, if desired.

**Non-structure Spot Treatment**

This product can also be applied or used as a spot treatment in areas not associated with structures or buildings, such as around trees, wood piles, landscaping elements, railroad track beds, and other areas where termite activity is known or suspected. Such treatments may be made alone or in combination with an additional termite treatment. Installation, baiting, and inspecting of spot bait treatments made with this product should follow directions provided in the Supplemental Treatment section.

**Conditions of Sale and Warranty**

The Directions For Use of this product reflect the opinion of experts based on field use and tests. The directions are believed to be reliable and must be followed carefully. However, it is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently associated with the use of this product. Ineffectiveness or other unintended consequences may result because of such factors as environmental conditions, presence of other materials, or use of the product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling, all of which are beyond the control of BASF CORPORATION (“BASF”) or the Seller. To the extent consistent with applicable law, all such risks shall be assumed by the Buyer. BASF warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fit for the purposes referred to in the Directions For Use, subject to the inherent risks, referred to above.

To the extent consistent with applicable law: (A) BASF MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, (B) BUYER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AND BASF’S AND SELLER’S EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAYMENT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, AND (C) BASF AND THE SELLER DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENT:**

Diflubenzuron .......................................................... 0.25%

**OTHER INGREDIENTS:** ........................................ 99.75%

**TOTAL:** .......................................................... 100.00%

Contains 0.25 grams of diflubenzuron per 100 grams of formulation

U.S. Patent No. 6,416,752

EPA Reg. No. 499-500

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION/PRECAUTION

Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle.

(If you do not understand the label, find someone to explain it to you in detail.)

See inside for Directions For Use, Conditions of Sale and Warranty, and state-specific use site restrictions.

In case of an emergency endangering life or property involving this product, call day or night 1-800-832-HELP (4357).

**Precautionary Statements**

**Environmental Hazards**

This product is highly toxic to aquatic invertebrates. DO NOT place this product in any area where, because of the movement of water, it could be washed into a body of water containing aquatic life such as ponds or streams.

Important: Before buying or using this product, read the entire label including the Conditions of Sale and Warranty. If terms are not acceptable, return the unopened product container at once. Use this product only according to label directions.
Pesticide Storage
Store in original container in a dry, cool, well-ventilated place away from children and animals.

Pesticide Disposal
Product disposed of by use according to label directions should be wrapped in paper and placed in a trash can. If these wastes cannot be disposed of according to label directions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance.

In case of Emergency
In case of large-scale spill of this product, call:
• CHEMTREC 1-800-832-HELP (4357)
• BASF Corporation 1-800-832-HHELP (4357)

In case of medical emergency regarding this product, call:
• Your local doctor for immediate treatment
• Your local poison control center (hospital)
• BASF Corporation 1-800-832-HHELP (4357)

Product Information
The active ingredient, diflubenzuron, is an insect development inhibitor. When consumed by a termite, diflubenzuron impairs the ability of a termite to properly synthesize chitin and inhibits the termite’s ability to molt. Molting is the process by which termites, at certain points in their development, shed their existing exoskeleton and form a new exoskeleton. Termites that attempt to molt after ingesting an amount of product sufficient to inhibit their molting process either die or are incapacitated by their inability to complete the molting process. Insect development inhibitors such as diflubenzuron are characterized as slow acting toxins, however, their action is slow only when they affect a termite at the point in its life cycle when it molts. Because all the termites in a colony do not molt at the same time, the effect of diflubenzuron on the colony as a whole is progressive. This progressive effect is one of the key attributes of diflubenzuron as a termite colony toxicant.

Sufficient consumption of this product by a termite colony can cause a decline in the number of members of the colony. Such a decline, if sustained by continued consumption of this product by the colony, can significantly impair the vitality of the colony. Further, continued consumption of this product by remaining colony members usually results in a steady attrition of the colony. The extent of the decline of the colony, the speed of its decline and the possibility of its elimination depends upon the extent to which this product is made continuously available to a colony for consumption and the extent to which members of the colony consume it. Close adherence to the Use Directions can increase the likelihood of colony elimination; however, conditions or circumstances beyond the control of the user may prevent or substantially delay colony elimination. Such conditions may include alternate non-bait food sources that reduce the extent to which the colony depends on this product as a food source, excess moisture, low or high temperatures, or abandonment of feeding on the bait by the colony.

Use Directions
This product is intended for use in ongoing management and control of subterranean termite colonies in the ground around and under any type of building or other object (structure). It does not exclude termites from a structure. Instead, it suppresses or eliminates termite colonies. Sufficient consumption of this product by all subterranean termite colonies that present an existing or potential hazard to the structure may, subject to the limitations stated herein, protect the structure against subterranean termite attack.

Effect of this product on termite colonies occurring in the ground around and under any type of building or other object (structure) installed on or in the structure or in or on the structure at the time stations are initially installed, inspect all stations two times at approximately 60 and 120 days after the date of construction or initial station installation. If the product is active in or on the structure at the time stations are initially installed, inspect all stations for the first time approximately 120 days after the date of completion of initial station installation. Thereafter, inspect stations approximately 120 days after the date of the last inspection of the stations.

Adjustments to Inspection Scheduling
Decreases in elapsed time between inspections of a baited station may be warranted if consumption of all the bait in the station occurs during the interval between any two inspections.
Compressed Termite Bait II

• Termite Bait Cartridge (TBC)
• For use by individuals/firms licensed or registered by the state to apply termiticide products. States may have more restrictive requirements regarding qualifications of persons using this product. Consult the structural pest control regulatory agency of your state prior to use of this product.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Diflubenzuron          0.25%

OTHER INGREDIENTS:  99.75%

TOTAL:                100.00%

Contains 0.25 grams of diflubenzuron per 100 grams of formulation
U.S. Patent No. 6,416,752
EPA Reg. No. 499-500
EPA Est. No. 7969-M0-2

NET WEIGHT: 4.37 ounces (124 grams)

NOT FOR INDIVIDUAL RESALE

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION/PRECAUCION
Refer to full label for Precautionary Statements, Directions For Use, Conditions of Sale and Warranty, and state-specific use site restrictions.

BASF Corporation
26 Davis Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709